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ABSTRACT
Self-Service Business Intelligence (SSBI) increases decision-making reactivity of companies
by facilitating the data use by non-IT experts. An important SSBI dimension is data querying
where businesspeople create their own queries by reducing the technical complexity of for-
mal languages like SQL. However, existing solutions ignore two other key challenges of data
querying identified in the literature: the databases technical jargon and the data overload. In
this paper, we propose, following the Design Science Research methodology, a framework
(i.e. DatAssistant) to complement existing querying solutions with two new theoretical arti-
facts. The first bridges the semantic gap between technical databases and businesspeople via
a business-aware ontology of the Data Warehouse mapped to the business Data Catalog. The
second artifact filters data overload by mobilizing a hybrid recommender engine combining
semantic systems and business rules. This paper then demonstrates the validity and applica-
bility of the framework through its technical implementation in a real-world environment.

KEYWORDS
Self-Service Business Intelligence; Data Query; Recommender System; Semantic Systems;
Data Catalog;

Introduction

Self-Service Business Intelligence (SSBI) is used in companies to produce timely, factual and
contextualised information for consumption by decision makers, thereby reducing uncertainty and
enhancing decision outcome quality.1, 2, 3 In a typical BI approach, IT Experts transform raw data
originating from various business data sources (ERP, CRM, etc.) into information that can be
consumed by business people under the form of reports or interactive dashboards.4 The logic behind
SSBI is to remove the cumbersome process of collecting and satisfying the fast changing
requirements of business people and to let themselves produce the analytics they want.5, 6

Making BI actually self-service is hard and requires various mecanisms to ease the interaction
between people without in-depth IT skills and the BI system. This challenge can be treated on
different dimensions and we focus in this paper on the data dimension, where support is provided to
business users to extract from databases the data they seek. This is achieved with the help of a Data
Query Support Solution (DQSS). Data querying is, at the moment, mostly performed via formal and
technical languages that are not familiar to business people, such as SQL.7, 8 The interest of
democratizing DQSS has been widely demonstrated in the literature through the development of
Visual Query Languages or Natural Language Interfaces for databases (NLIDBs).7, 8, 9
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Recent studies on the challenges faced by non-IT experts when using data10, 11, 12 however emphasize
significant improvements are still possible to make querying more accessible. Existing solutions
focus on the technical complexity of data query languages – the syntax – but tend to overlook the
meaning and content behind the queries, – the semantic. Recent studies on the challenges of non-IT
experts’ when using data identify indeed two other major issues which are currently not treated by
existing DQSS. The first challenge corresponds to the technical jargon used in database
management. Technical nomenclature, decided by IT-experts during database design stages, is not
systematically aligned with the business jargon, leading to possible semantic confusion for business
users.10, 13 The second challenge is the data fields overload of current databases. With the increasing
volume of data ,14 it is becoming more and more complex to identify the relevant information, and
this task requires more and more technical skills which are not readily available for business
people.11, 3 We found no DQSS explicitly dealing with these two last, yet critical, challenges.
To fill this literature’s gap, our paper contributes to information systems theory using the Design
Science Research (DSR) methodology of Peffers and Tuunanen.15 We propose two types of
contributions articulated according to prescriptions of Gregor and Hevner:16

• Design artifacts: We have developed the DatAssistant framework, a DQSS framework for
non-IT experts that builds and extends existing DQSSs, and more specifically existing
NLIDBs, composed of two new theoretical artifacts:

◦ Artifact 1 - High-Level Business DWH Ontology: Semantic bridge between the
technical terminology of databases and the business jargon of non-IT experts built
using Ontological Semantic Systems17 and the Data Catalog concept;18

◦ Artifact 2 - Hybrid Data Recommender Engine Architecture: Complete
architecture of a Recommender Engine19 that semantically and technically filters data
fields, using a set of Business Rules20 and Semantic Systems,21 to satisfy the user’s
business data query.

• Implement artifacts: We have technically implemented the DatAssistant framework and
applied it to a real case to demonstrate the feasibility of the new artifacts.

In the rest of this paper, the ”Methodology” section describes the methodology followed to develop
our framework. The ”Related Works” section presents the added value of our proposition compared
to existing solutions. The ”Design artifacts” section explains the two artifacts designed for the
DatAssistant framework. The ”Implement DatAssistant framework in a real environment” section
develops the implementation of the framework on a real case. The ”Discussion” section highlights
the importance of our scientific contributions and states our proposition’s limitations and future
works. The ”conclusion” section ends our paper.

Methodology

To develop our framework, we applied the Design Science Research (DSR) methodology. This
methodology has been defined to create artifacts, in the field of Information Systems, that generate
new knowledge for the scientific community but that are also usable for practitioners.22 Peffers and
Tuunanen15 lists the main steps necessary to construct such an artifact that we followed. The
process is graphically illustrated on Figure 1 and described below:

(1) Problem identification and motivation: The importance of the research problem must be
clearly established in order to justify the solution’s value.15 The problem of interest in this
paper is fully developed in ”Related Works” section;

(2) Definition of the solution’s objectives: Objectives of the solution must be inferred from
the identified problem.15 The objectives of the proposed framework, and in particular its two
new artifacts, are stated as research questions in the ”Related Works” section following the
definition of the interest problem;

(3) Design and development: The functionality and architecture of the artifact must be
determined, and then the artifact created.15 The ”Design artifacts” section presents the
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architecture and functioning of the two artifacts of our framework and how they answer our
research questions.

(4) Demonstration and evaluation: The feasibility of the artifact proposed must be
demonstrated.15 Our framework is implemented in the ”Implement DatAssistant framework
in a real environment” section in order to demonstrates the feasibility of our new artifacts.

Related Works

Several solutions have been developed to democratize data querying for non-IT experts. There are
two categories of solutions having this objective.
The first category of papers treating this objective are called Visual Query Languages (VQLs). These
languages are the precursors of the data access democratization. VQLs are languages that enable
users to construct data queries using visual representations rather than text like in SQL.23 These
languages employ various visual representations such as tables, diagrams, or icons to represent
concepts and relationships.24 By leveraging visual representations, users can focus more on the
meaning of their queries and less on the syntactical aspects of constructing a query, which can lead
to enhanced reasoning and problem-solving capabilities.25, 26 However, this approach to query
modeling may not be suitable for all query types, especially complex queries, as reported in
previous studies.26 Moreover, despite the existence of numerous VQLs in the literature, very few
have been successfully implemented in real-world environments. And some works conclude that
these systems are not solutions for non-IT experts due to their lack of practical implications.27, 25

The second category of papers identified in the literature corresponds to Natural Languages
Interfaces for databases (NLIDBs). These NLIDBs were born in the 70’s after the development of
VQLs. The recent frameworks are increasingly robust and commercially available.28, 29 These
interfaces represent a more advanced version of VQLs, since they allow people to write their data
queries in natural language rather than using a formal query language (e.g. DAX, SQL, SPARQL) or
using visual representations (i.e. VQLs).30, 31 Several methods are used in these systems such as
machine learning or syntactic analysis. Regardless of the method used, the main challenges for
these tools are the ambiguity of natural language and the increasing complexity of data queries.32

The DQSSs described above focus mainly on the complexity that technical data query languages
represent for non-IT experts. However, the literature on SSBI, and more specifically on the
challenges faced by business people to use the self-service solutions, identifies other technical
barriers complicating the interaction of these people with data. Lennerholt and Van Laere10, 11

identify technical data query languages as a primary challenge for non-IT users, but they also
identify two major features of current databases that are complex for these people to understand:

• The technical jargon: Because they are designed and implemented by IT experts, databases
often utilize highly technical jargon and terminology that may not be aligned with the
vocabulary used on a day-to-day basis by business people. For instance, data labels can
correspond to code names or have multiple definitions depending on the type of business
person;11, 13

• The data fields overload: In the current Big Data era, the data volume is constantly
increasing.14 This growth is driven by advancements in domains such as digital sensors,
communication or storage.33 While collecting data has become easier, identifying relevant
information from that data has become increasingly complex. Some data fields may not
provide any valuable insights, or may not be relevant to all people within a company.11

Identifying relevant data requires specialized skills and technologically advanced tools,
which come as barriers for business users.3, 14

In this paper, we propose a framework to complement existing DQSSs described above, and in
particular NLIDBs, as illustrated in Figure 2 and thereby treat the following two research questions:

• RQ1: How to bridge the semantic gap between database jargon and business jargon within
NLIDB ?
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• RQ2: How to enrich NLIDB so as to cope with the growing volume of data in databases ?

Design artifacts

The two new artifacts proposed in our DatAssistant framework aim to answer the two research
questions stated above, respectively. This relationship between artifacts and research questions is
illustrated in Figure 2. These artifacts are theoretically developed in the subsections below.

(1) High-Level Business DWH Ontology: Construction of an Ontology bridging the semantic
gap between technical databases and business people (see ”Artifact 1 - High-Level Business
DWH Ontology” Section);

(2) Hybrid Data Recommender Engine Architecture: Complete architecture of a Hybrid
Data Recommender Engine, semantically and technically filtering data volume (see ”Artifact
2 - Hybrid Data Recommender Engine” Section).

Artifact 1 - High-Level Business DWH Ontology

Our RQ1 focuses on the integration of business jargon in DQSSs, and especially NLIDBs, which are
currently unaware of the vocabulary used by business people. Stated differently, existing NLIDBs
can interpret and translate sentences into technical queries only if people name explicitly each table
and column they use. As discussed in our introduction, this working assumption is hardly
applicable in real business environment, where databases have technical labeling meaningless to
non-IT experts. One way to bridge this gap is to design a mapping between the business semantics
of non-IT people and the databases’ technical semantics. To do this, we propose a high-level
abstraction of the mapping that can be done between Data Warehouses (DWHs) (the ”technical”
side of the SSBI system) and their Data Catalogs, i.e. business metadata (the ”business” side of the
SSBI system) by mobilizing ontological semantic systems.
Ontologies are formal and explicit specifications of conceptualizations.17 These semantic systems
represent concepts, relations, instances, and axioms in a way that is machine and human-readable.34

The relevance of using these particular semantic systems in our framework is twofold. First,
ontologies, via their formal and structured representations, are suitable to visualize the different
data fields types and their relations. Secondly, the exploitation of ontologies within recommender
systems solves several barriers encountered by traditional recommender systems,35 as further
developed in the ”Artifact 2 - Hybrid Data Recommender Engine Architecture” Section.
To identify the different concepts needed in the Business DWH Ontology, we have created a
High-Level Ontology following prescriptions from the Methontology methodology.36 Figure 3
illustrates the different steps we went through:

(1) Specification: The objective and scope of the ontology must be clearly defined.36 In our
framework, the objective of the Business DWH Ontology is, as stated before, to represent in a
structured way the metadata of a DWH required for a data query with their associated
business semantics. To refine this general objective, we have defined a series of Competency
Questions. These questions are, in fact, used to extract the main concepts, properties,
relations and axioms of the ontology.36 The list of Competency Questions that we have
defined in consensus with three BI experts can be found in Table 1;

(2) Knowledge Acquisition: To identify the different concepts of the ontology answering the
Competency Questions, we must collect a set of knowledge from different sources.36 In our
case, we mainly exploited two scientific references, namely Vaisman and Zimanyi37 and
Ehrlinger and Schrott.18 The first reference37 contains a set of knowledge the decomposition
of a data query in terms of DWH’s components. The second reference18 is a systematic
literature review on the new trend in companies, namely the Data Catalog. This catalog
consists in centralizing a series of metadata from the company’s database. Among these
metadata, we are interested in the business metadata.18 This information is essential for our
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system since they represent the business semantic layer that bridges the gap between the
familiar language of the business user and the DWH’s technical language;

(3) Conceptualization: the set of knowledge collected in the second step is conceptually
modeled ;36

(4) Integration: An analysis of existing and reusable ontologies having a similar goal must be
done ;36 To build our ontology, we reused various components of the RDF Data Cube
Vocabulary Ontology defined by Cyganiak and Reynolds38 and the Data Catalog Vocabulary
Ontology built by Albertoni and Browning.39 The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary Ontology
defines the metadata of multidimensional data sets, partly identical to the components of a
DWH required for a data query. The Data Catalog Vocabulary Ontology aims to facilitate
interoperability between data catalogs by representing a range of information about these
catalogs. We selected from this Ontology some classes and properties allowing us to answer
our Competency Questions about the business semantics of data and so, complete our
Ontology (e.g. keyword, description). In Table 1, the classes and relations of our Ontology
coming from the two ontologies mobilized are explicitly identified by their prefix ”qb” for the
RDF Cube Vocabulary Ontology and the prefix ”dcat” for the Data Catalog Vocabulary
Ontology. The ”dwh” prefixes correspond to the components we have added to satisfy the
purpose of our ontology;

(5) Implementation: the fifth step is the technical implementation of the ontology. In our case,
we have implemented our High-Level Ontology in the well-known tool Protégé as illustrated
in the Figure 4.40 In this illustration, we have clearly identified the parts of our ontology that
come from the two mobilized ontologies. The components we have added to answer all our
Competency Questions are shown in light blue (e.g. ”Fact” Class, ”hasAttribute”
ObjectProperty).

(6) Evaluation: the last step in the construction of an ontology is to evaluate its correctness.36

For the validation of our High-Level Ontology, we have checked if all our Competency
Questions have been answered by the different components of our ontology. As we can see in
the Table 1, each Competency Question is associated with one or more components of the
ontology and all the Ontology’s components are associated to a Competency Question. This
validates the correctness and completeness of our ontology.

Artifact 2 - Hybrid Data Recommender Engine Architecture

Our RQ2 aims to adapt DQSSs to the data overload of current databases. Regardless of the wording
used during the querying (we treat this with artifact 1), DQSSs expect business users to have a
precise idea of the data they actually are searching for and where it is located. Because the number
of tables and columns available in todays’ analytical databases can be overwhelming, this
occurrence is less likely to happen. In practice, it is far more common to have business users with a
good idea of what they search, but no idea of where to find it. This adds on top of the challenge for
business users to deal with DWH’s concepts and principles (e.g. fact table, dimension table, primary
key). One way to cope with this NLIDB’s challenge is to allow the user express his/her data needs
naturally without any knowledge of the underlying DWH structure and composition and then,
automatically identify among the mass of data the fields best suited for such request. To achieve
this, we propose a Hybrid Recommendation Engine Architecture that semantically and technically
filters data fields to identify relevant ones.
Recommender System (RS) aims to identify among a mass of items, those which are the most likely
to interest the user.19 There are three main types of RS, namely: Collaborative Filtering RS,
Content-Based RS and Knowledge-based RS. The first two types of RSs are the most traditional. They
mainly use the behavior of other users (i.e. their past ratings, their similar profile to the user) to
define their recommendations.41 These systems are widely used but also criticized for the limitations
they face such as the lack of behavioural history for a new user (i.e. the cold start problem) or the
overspecialization.42 Conversely, Knowledge-Based RS (KBRS) uses a knowledge base gathering a
lot of information about the user and the items to identify the items that best match the users’
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requirements. In this way, KBRS is known to offer more relevant recommendations.20, 43, 44 To design
our framework, we decided to mobilize KBRS and more particularly KBRSs based on Ontology. The
Ontology-based RS implies that the knowledge base of the system is represented in ontological
format, which echoes the development of our high-level ontology in previous section.45, 42

Our recommendation engine uses two inputs:

(1) The instantiated High-Level Business DWH Ontology: The instantiation of our
High-Level Ontology serves as a knowledge base with which the recommendation engine
interacts to filter data fields.

(2) The user’s business data query processed by a DQSS: RS requires data about the user,
which in our case corresponds to his/her data query expressed in natural language. In order
to decompose the natural language data query to identify the different elements of a formal
query (e.g. aggregation function, measure, dimension), we propose to exploit existing DQSSs.
These systems are, as explained in the ”Related Works” section, well known for being widely
investigated in natural language-formal language translation of data queries.

These two inputs are used by the recommendation engine, which is itself made up of two
components, hence the ”hybrid” name. Our engine mobilizes, in fact, the two types of
recommendation engines well known in KBRS, namely: the Rules-based Recommendation Engine
and the Case-based Recommendation Engine. These are described in more detail in the subsections
below.

Rules-based Recommendation Engine

The Rules-based Recommendation Engine is the first filter in our recommendation engine
architecture. This type of recommendation engine, also called Constraints-based Recommendation
Engine, uses explicit rules or constraints to generate recommendations for the user. These rules
determine the mapping between the item (e.g. products, services, data) and the user. This engine is
often used in situations where the user does not have enough knowledge on the items to select
one.20 In our framework, this approach is adapted because business people do not have sufficient IT
background to understand data fields and understand the specific features of a DWH which allow,
for example, joins between tables or not.12 Our Rules-based Recommendation Engine is therefore
composed of a set of Business Rules corresponding to the basic principles of DWH data
manipulation. Thanks to these rules, an initial ”technical” filter is performed on all available data
fields.
Concretely, these rules depend on the type of DWH. Indeed, DWH with a Star Schema type logical
schema implies a less constraining exploration of the data than a DWH with a Snowflake type
logical schema that have more types of relationships between data fields.37 For this reason, we do
not explicitly define a set of Business Rules for our recommendation engine. These will have to be
defined between the business people and the IT experts of the company. Nevertheless, for the
expression of these rules, the logical format is commonly adopted, i.e. IF(antecedent)
THEN(consequent).46 In this type of rules, if the antecedent is validated then the consequent is
executed. The translation of a DWH’s principle is: IF the data need is a measure THEN considers all
data fields belonging to fact tables. Furthermore, the execution of these rules within the
recommendations engine involves a series of interactions with the Business DWH Ontology to
obtain the available data fields. These interactions are performed in the form of SPARQL queries.
SPARQL is the well-known language used to interact with ontologies encoded in the standard OWL
or rdf format.34, 47 As an example, the Business Rule on the user’s need for measure is translated into
SPARQL language as follows:

SELECT ?table ?column ?title ?description
WHERE–

?table rdf:type dwh:Fact.
?table dwh:hasMeasure ?column.
?column dwh:IsA ?resource.
?resource dcat:identifier ?identifier.
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?column dcat:title ?title.
?column dcat:description ?description.

Case-based Recommendation Engine

The Case-based Recommendation Engine represents the second data filter of our recommender
engine architecture. In theory, it consists in finding items in the knowledge base that are similar to
those described by the user’s requirements.20 This engine exploits different types of clustering
techniques (e.g. KNN algorithm) or similarity measures.48 This RS type is used when items are well
described in terms of features to compute similarity between them.21

In our framework, this approach is also suitable because we aim to identify the data field similar to
the user’s data need expressed in his/her business data query. This approach is complementary to
the rules-based approach, since it will identify the data field in the subset identified by the
rules-based engine that is semantically similar to the user’s need.
Concretely, the semantic analysis performed by this second recommendation engine aims to
compute a semantic distance between the data need identified by the DQSS in the data query
expressed by the user and the semantic properties of the data fields present in the filtered data
subset. These properties are represented in the Business DWH Ontology using the components of
the Data Catalog Ontology, as illustrated in Figure 4. There are different techniques to measure
semantic similarity such as structured-based measures which focus on the position of the terms, or
feature-based measures which study the description given to each term.49 This subject has been
widely studied in the literature,50, 51 so we leave the choice of algorithm to the framework
implementation.
The resulting complete architecture of the recommendation engine developed in our framework is
shown in Figure 5.

Implement DatAssistant framework in a real environment

The objective of this section is to demonstration the feasibility of our DatAssistant framework, with
a particular focus on its two new artifacts. This section serves as the fourth phase of our
methodology, wherein we demonstrate the applicability and evaluate the efficacy of our artifacts.
Concretely, we collaborated with the BI department of the University of Namur (UNamur) to get a
real use case. Through this collaboration, we obtained access to the metadata of their DWH and
their Data Catalog. The data from this use case is highly relevant to our framework, as it perfectly
illustrates the problem our solution is designed to solve. In fact, as we consulted the data and
discussed with the BI experts in our use case, we found that their DWH was made up of a large
number of codes meaningless for business people (the university community, professors, assistants,
secretaries, etc.). Many codes are also present several times in different data tables, but with distinct
business meanings. This use case is a good illustration of the challenges addressed by our solution,
namely the semantic gap between databases and business people, and the overloading of data fields.
To implement our framework on our use case data, we followed a process illustrated in Figure 6.
This process is made up of three main stages carried out in parallel, representing the implementation
of the three framework’s modules, as illustrated in Figure 2 in the ”Related Works” section:

(1) Module 1 - Existing DQSS: The implementation of the first module consists in the
identification and selection of an existing DQSS, and more specifically an existing NLIDB
algorithm, and its adaptation to the objective of our module, i.e. the natural language
processing of the user’s business query.

(2) Module 2 - High-Level Business DWH Ontology: The implementation of the second
module of the framework represents the instantiation of our High-Level Business DWH
Ontology with the data from our use case.

(3) Module 3 - Hybrid Data Recommender Engine: Implementing the recommendation
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engine involves defining Business Rules adapted to the DWH schema of the use case, and
selecting and applying a semantic similarity measure algorithm.

The three subsections below describe in more detail the implementation of each module of our
DatAssistant framework on our real use case.

Module 1 - ChatGPT as DQSS for our framework

The first module’s goal is to process the natural form of the user’s business data query to identify
the different sets of words representing the formal query’s components, namely: aggregation
function, measure, dimension(s). To achieve this, we exploit the well-known GPT3 algorithm.52

This algorithm, and its exploitation in the ChatGPT tool, represents a real evolutionary opportunity
for NLIDBs. This Large Language Model exploits artificial intelligence techniques (i.e. neural
networks, transformers, etc.) to generate coherent natural language responses based on a given
input. This model has the particularity of training on an huge amount of text data, enabling it to
understand the language nuances and generate contextually appropriate responses.53 In the context
of NLIDB, this model makes it possible to overcome many of the limitations of existing NLIDBs in
terms of natural language complexity (e.g. ambiguity, synonyms, typographical errors).54 GPT3 has
already been implemented within a NLIDB. This implementation has demonstrated the superiority
of the algorithm for natural language understanding even when natural language expressions are
underspecified or misspecified, reducing development costs.55 Despite its obvious superiority, this
new NLIDB does not consider the possible semantic gap between the database jargon introduced in
the algorithm’s prompt and the business user’s jargon, as well as the large volume of data.
In the implementation of our framework, we reuse GPT3 algorithm for its strengths and so, to parse
the user’s query and identify the key components of a formal data query. Concretely, we
implemented this first module utilizing the widely recognized Python language56 and mobilized the
”text-davinci-003” model from OpenAI.52 To align the algorithm with our framework’s
requirements, we configured the prompt by explicitly defining its objective and specifying the
desired output format.
To illustrate the output of our module, we asked UNamur’s business people to formulate three
distinct business data queries with their own business words. We introduced these queries in our
module. The outputs obtained are shown in Table 2.

Module 2 - Instantiation of the High-Level Business DWH Ontology

The implementation of the second module aims to map the technical jargon of the use’s case
database with its business semantic. To achieve it, we instantiated the High-Level Business DWH
Ontology with two input’s:

• The DWH Data Definition Language file: the DDL file of a DWH contains the DWH
schema. It includes information on metadata of the DWH such as tables and columns names,
primary and foreign keys and the tables’ relationships.37 For our study, we had access to the
DDL file of the UNamur DWH;

• The DWH Data Catalog: this catalog contains several additional information to the DDL
file, as explained before, such as some data column values but especially business terms
associated to the different data and a business description.18 The Data Catalog of UNamur
DWH is partially represented in Table 3 (i.e. a part of the rows representing column values’s
business metadata).

Technically, the instantiation was done in OWL2 in the form of RDF schema.57 OWL and RDF
schema are standards in the Semantic Web.34 We indeed exploit the Python module OWLReady247

and the Python package rdflib58 which are two well-established python libraries. A subpart of the
instantiated Ontology is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Module 3 - Implementation of the Hybrid Data Recommender Engine

The third module’s implementation aims to personalize the rules-based recommender engine to the
DWH’s type by defining Business Rules and implement the case-based recommender engine by
selecting a Semantic Similarity Measure algorithm.
Regarding the Business Rules, we defined, in collaboration with business people and UNamur Data
Scientists, a whole set of rules relevant to the DWH type of UNamur. Once defined, these rules were
encoded in logical format as explained in the ”Rules-based Recommendation Engine” Section. They
are separated into two categories: Measure Business Rules and Dimension Business Rules. The
different rules defined are presented in Table 4.
Concerning the semantic algorithm, we decided to exploit the Bert algorithm to compute the
semantic similarity score.59 We have chosen this well-established NLP model for its conceptual
simplicity and empirical power.59 No evaluations have been done to identify if this algorithm was
the most appropriate, the goal of the artifact implementation is to prove its feasibility not to provide
a technically commercializable implementation.
Based on these technical implementation choices, our recommendation engine processed the
different data requirements (i.e. measure and dimension(s)) of the three test queries. In concrete
terms, the engine first analyzed the measure requirement of each query by applying the appropriate
Business Rule(s). For each rule, if the antecedent was met, the engine applied the consequent. The
application of these rules required various semantic similarity calculations. Table 5 details, for each
query measure, the rule applied, the results obtained by the query for the antecedent of the rule and
the recommendation provided. Then, the recommendation engine processed the query dimension(s).
The engine computes a semantic similarity score between the dimension and the column values
available in the ontology as well as a score between the need and the columns of the dimension
tables. These different scores were then compared and the data associated with the highest score
was recommended (i.e. Dimension Business Rules presented in Table 4). About the outputs, Table 6
details the 10 highest scores obtained for the values and columns compared to the different needs.
The final output provided by the recommender engine for each query, by applying the set of rules, is
shown in the Table 7. The recommendations provided by our implemented framework have been
validated by UNamur’s Data Scientists. They confirmed that the data fields identified by our tool
matched perfectly to the data needs expressed by the users in their respective queries. Regarding
the business users, they stated that the data recommendations made would help them in the
operation of their current SSBI tool.

Discussion

In this paper, we propose the DatAssistant framework that complements existing DQSSs, and more
specifically NLIDBs. DatAssistant further simplifies data access for non-IT experts by addressing
two key challenges identified by the BI literature but ignored by the IT literature.
The theoretical contribution made by this paper is a major one for the information systems
community, since it provides an architecture and a set of operational principles that will enable
anyone to implement our proposal in other contexts.60 Gregor and Hevner16 classify the scientific
contributions made by the Design Science Research methodology on three levels. They recognize
frameworks, the architecture of a system as a level 2 contribution, called ”nascent design theory”.16

In addition, thanks to the technical development of our framework on a real use case, our paper
makes an equally important knowledge contribution to the scientific community. Gregor and
Hevner16 qualify the implementation of a framework as a level 1 contribution, called ”situated
implementation of artifact”. The instantiation of the framework shows the framework works in a
real situation and so, provides tangible evident of the framework’s validity and applicability.61

Our paper has certain limitations. The first limitation of our paper is the lack of empirical validation
of our framework through direct engagement with business people. Indeed, we did not collect any
requirements for our framework from non-IT experts, basing ourselves on the literature and
existing studies carried out with these people on broader topics. In addition, the technical
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development of our framework and its outputs have been validated by various BI experts in our use
case. Nevertheless, we are aware of the importance of rigorously validating our framework with
several companies and users. We aim to achieve this in our next works.
The second limitation of our paper lies in the output returned by our recommendations engine.
Indeed, our framework sends back to the user the technical data fields to be used for his/her query.
However, the next step for this person is to write the data query and execute it in the BI tool to
obtain the analyzed data. Our framework is limited to data field recommendations, as all our added
value lies in the DWH business ontology and in the recommendations engine. Translation between
formal SQL-like queries is a task widely addressed in the literature. However, we aim to integrate
this functionality into the next version of our tool to propose a complete solution.
The third limitation of our paper relates to the natural language algorithms used in our tool. We
have not, in fact, selected the models to be used, leaving the choice to the implementer of our
framework. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to scan the literature to identify the most suitable
algorithms for the various tasks involved.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper applied the Design Science Research methodology to address the
challenges of data overload and databases’ technical jargon faced by business people in the existing
DQSSs of the literature. Our research objective was to propose a new framework mobilizing the
existing DQSS complemented by two new artifacts addressing these two challenges.
Concretely, our framework responds to the challenge of the technical jargon of the databases by
exploiting the Data Catalog of the Data Warehouse within the Business Ontology that it builds. To
answer the challenge of data field overload, our framework proposes the architecture of a Hybrid
Data Recommender Engine mobilizing Business Rules and Semantic Systems.
Our framework has been developed following the well-known Design Science Research
methodology and its feasibility has been demonstrated through its implementation in a real
environment.
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Tables

Table 1.: Competency Questions of the High-Level Business DWH Ontology.

Number CompetencyQuestion Ontology components

CQ1 What are the different facts available ? ”qb:Dataset” Class, ”qb:component” ObjectProperty,
”qb:Component” Class, ”dwh:Fact” Class

CQ2 What are the different measures of each fact ? ”qb:Measure” Class, ”qb:hasMeasure” ObjectProperty

CQ3 Under which dimensions can be viewed facts ? ”dwh:Fact” Class, ”dwh:isAssociatedToDimension” Ob-
jectProperty, ”qb:Dimension” Class, ”qb:SliceKey” Class,
”qb:sliceKey” ObjectProperty

CQ4 What are the different attributes of each dimension
?

”qb:Dimension” Class, ”dwh:haAttribute” ObjectProperty,
”qb:Attribute” Class

CQ5 What are the different values of any dimension’s
attributes ?

”qb:Attribute” Class, ”dwh:hasAttributeValue” ObjectProperty,
”dwh:AttributeValue” Class

CQ6 What are the primary keys of fact and dimension
tables ?

”qb:SliceKey” Class, ”qb:sliceKey” ObjectProperty

CQ7 What’s the business semantic associated to data
fields ?

”dcat:Catalog” Class, ”dcat:resource” ObjectProperty,
”dcat:Resource” Class, ”dcat:language” DataProperty,
”dcat:identifier” DataProperty, ”dcat:description” DataProp-
erty, ”dcat:keyword” DataProperty, ”dcat:title” DataProperty
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Table 2.: GPT3 as business data query processor - Outputs

User’s business data query Aggregation function Measure Dimension

Give me the average score obtained from the diplo-
mas granted for men and women

average score obtained
from the diplomas
granted

for men and women

Count the number of diplomas by region of resi-
dence

count the number of
diplomas

region of residence

What’s the registrations number in bachelor for
students with specific needs

count the registrations
number

bachelor, students with
specific needs
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Table 3.: Part of the Use Case Data Catalog.

DWH’s column name Column’s values Value’s
Business Name Value’s description

Distinction Distinction S Satisfaction The student has passed with an average score be-
tween 10 and 13 on 20

Distinction Distinction D Distinction The student has passed with an average score be-
tween 14 and 15 on 20

Distinction Distinction GD Great Distinction The student has passed with an average score be-
tween 16 and 17 on 20

… … … …

RegistrationType Code P Main regular reg-
istration

This is the ”normal” situation for a student enrolled
at University

RegistrationType Code S Secondary regis-
tration

When a student is registered at University in more
than one program, registrations in addition to his
main registration are considered secondary

… … … …
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Table 4.: Recommendation Business Rules.

Rules Antecedent Consequent

Measure Business Rules

MR1 aggregation function != count recommend the DataWithHigh-
estScore(measure,columns of fact tables)

MR2 aggregation function == count AND DataWithHigh-
estScore(measure, tables) == table of fact type

recommend the Primary Key of the table with the highest
score

MR3 aggregationfunction == count AND DataWithHigh-
estScore(measure, tables) != table of fact type AND Pri-
mary Key of the table with the highest score IN a single
fact table

recommend the Foreign Key representing the Primary
Key of the table with the highest score present in the fact
table

MR4 aggregation function == count AND DataWithHigh-
estScore(measure, tables) != table of fact type AND Pri-
mary Key of the table with the highest score IN a several
fact table

recommend the Foreign Key representing the Primary
Key of the table with the highest score present in the
DataWithHighestScore(measure, fact tables)

Dimension Business Rules

DR1 HighestScore(dimension, columns’values of dimension
tables)>HighestScore(dimension, columns of dimension
tables)

recommend DataWithHighestScore(dimension,
columns’values of dimension tables)

DR2 HighestScore(dimension, columns’values of dimension
tables)<HighestScore(dimension, columns of dimension
tables)

recommend DataWithHighestScore(dimension, columns
of dimension tables)
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Table 5.: Rules applied on the measure of queries.

Query Measure Rule
executed Antecedent results Recommended data field

1 score obtained from the
diplomas granted

MR1 aggregation function != ”count” (i.e.
average)

FactDiploma AverageScore

2 the number of diplomas MR2 aggregation function == ”count” AND
the table with the Highest Similarity
Score is a fact table (i.e. FactDiploma)

FactDiploma ID (Primary Key of
the FactDiploma table)

3 the registrations number MR3 aggregation function == ”count” AND
the table with the Highest Similarity
Score is a fact table (i.e. FactRegistra-
tion)

FactRegistration ID (Primary Key
of the FactRegistration table)
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Table 6.: Scores of 10 best similarity matches (values & columns) with dimension(s) of
queries.

Query Dimension Value Value ’s score Column Column’s score

1 for men and women Female 0.506236 Gender 0.514335

Cohabitant 0.497335 Student SHORT DomicileRegion 0.45925

Married 0.493692 Study CycleCategory 0.44193

Other 0.467627 Student CivilStatus 0.436535

Male 0.457291 Distinction Distinction 0.422892

2 region of residence abroad 0.721447 Student SHORT DomicileRegion 0.7645506

aggregat. 0.718099 Study CycleCategory 0.719492

yes 0.694434 Study Faculty 0.697273

certif. 0.677611 Student LastName 0.657695

with 0.652237 Study Certificate 0.638495

3 bachelor BAC 0.896624 Student CivilStatus 0.540314

single 0.715391 Student LastName 0.507161

1e 0.714997 Student FirstName 0.49759

widower 0.632437 Study Certificate 0.459763

male 0.553546 Student SHORT DomicileRegion 0.437172

students with specific needs with 0.896445 Student SpecificNeeds 0.873501

other 0.650312 Student Gender 0.629521
education and
technology 0.64995 Study Faculty 0.62181

technical transi-
tion

0.621376 Study CycleCategory 0.620102

cohabitant 0.611897 Student SHORT DomicileRegion 0.603606
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Table 7.: Recommender Engine Outputs

Query Fact fields Dimension fields

Give me the average score
obtained from the diplomas
granted for men and women

The query requires the following column: Fact-
Diploma AverageScore from the table: Fact-
Diploma

The query includes a drill-down with the col-
umn: Student Gender of the table: DimStu-
dent

Count the number of diplomas
by region of residence

The query requires the following column: Fact-
Diploma ID from the table: FactDiploma

The query includes a drill-down with the
column: Student SHORT DomicileRegion of
the table: DimStudent

What’s the registrations number
in bachelor for students with
specific needs

The query requires the following column: Fac-
tRegistration ID from the table: FactRegistra-
tion

The query includes a slice by the value: BAC
present in the column: Study CycleCategory
of the table: DimStudy

The query includes a slice by the value: With
present in the column: Student SpecificNeeds
of the table: DimStudent
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